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Abstract

Previous work on pun generation commonly
begins with a given pun word (a pair of homo-
phones for heterographic pun generation and a
polyseme for homographic pun generation) and
seeks to generate an appropriate pun. While
this may enable efficient pun generation, we
believe that a pun is most entertaining if it fits
appropriately within a given context, e.g., a
given situation or dialogue. In this work, we
propose a new task, context-situated pun gen-
eration, where a specific context represented
by a set of keywords is provided, and the task
is to first identify suitable pun words that are
appropriate for the context, then generate puns
based on the context keywords and the identi-
fied pun words. We collect X CUP (Context-
sitUated Pun), containing 4.5k tuples of con-
text words and pun pairs. Based on the new
data and setup, we propose a pipeline system
for context-situated pun generation, including
a pun word retrieval module that identifies suit-
able pun words for a given context, and a gener-
ation module that generates puns from context
keywords and pun words. Human evaluation
shows that 69% of our top retrieved pun words
can be used to generate context-situated puns,
and our generation module yields successful
puns 31% of the time given a plausible tuple of
context words and pun pair, almost tripling the
yield of a state-of-the-art pun generation model.
With an end-to-end evaluation, our pipeline sys-
tem with the top-1 retrieved pun pair for a given
context can generate successful puns 40% of
the time, better than all other modeling varia-
tions but 32% lower than the human success
rate. This highlights the difficulty of the task,
and encourages more research in this direction.

1 Introduction

Pun generation is a challenging creative genera-
tion task that has attracted some recent attention in
the research community (He et al., 2019; Yu et al.,

∗Work done during Jiao’s internship at Amazon.
†Work done while Shuyang was at Amazon.

Figure 1: Context-situated pun generation aims to find
relevant pun words to generate puns within a given
context. We propose a unified framework to generate
both homographic and heterographic puns; examples
shown here are human-written puns from our corpus.

2018, 2020; Mittal et al., 2022; Horri, 2011). As
one of the most important ways to communicate
humor (Abbas and Dhiaa, 2016), puns can help
relieve anxiety, avoid painful feelings and facilitate
learning (Buxman, 2008). At the same time, spon-
taneity is the twin concept of creativity (Moreno,
1955), which means the context matters greatly for
making an appropriate and funny pun.

Existing work on pun generation mainly focuses
on generating puns given a pair of pun-alternative
words or senses (we call it a pun pair). Specif-
ically, in heterographic pun generation, systems
generate puns using a pair of homophones involv-
ing a pun word and an alternative word (He et al.,
2019; Yu et al., 2020; Mittal et al., 2022). Alter-
natively, in homographic pun generation, systems
generate puns that must support both given senses
of a single polysemous word (Yu et al., 2018; Luo
et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2022). Despite the great
progress that has been made under such experimen-
tal settings, real-world applications for pun gener-
ation (e.g., in dialogue systems or creative slogan
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Type Pun pw/aw Context C Spw Saw

het.

Two construction workers
had a staring contest.

stair/
stare

construction
workers

support consisting of a place
to rest the foot while ascending
or descending a stairway

look at with fixed eyes

“I’ve stuck a pin through my
nose”, said Tom punctually.

punctually/
puncture pin, nose at the expected or proper time a small hole made

by a sharp object

hom.

A new type of broom came
out, it is sweeping the country.

sweep/
sweep

broom,
nation

sweep with a broom or as if
with a broom

win an overwhelming
victory in or on

If you sight a whale, it could
be a fluke.

fluke/
fluke whale a stroke of luck either of the two lobes

of the tail of a cetacean

Table 1: Two examples each of heterographic puns and homographic puns in the SemEval 2017 Task 7 dataset. We
construct context C by extracting keywords from the pun and excluding the pun word pw. Word sense information
Spw

and Saw
are retrieved from WordNet from SemEval annotated senses.

generation) rarely have these pun pairs provided.
Instead, puns need to be generated given a more
naturally-occurring conversational or creative con-
text, requiring the identification of a pun pair that is
relevant and appropriate for that context. For exam-
ple, given a conversation turn “How was the magic
show?”, a context-situated pun response might be,

“The magician got so mad he pulled his hare out.”
Motivated by real-world applications and the

theory that the funniness of a pun heavily relies
on the context, we formally define and introduce
a new setting for pun generation, which we call
context-situated pun generation: given a context
represented by a set of keywords, the task is to
generate puns that fit the given context (Figure 1).
Our contributions are as follows:

• We introduce a new setting of context situated
pun generation.

• To facilitate research in this direction, we
collect a large-scale corpus called X CUP
(Context-sitUated Pun), which contains 4,551
tuples of context keywords and an associated
pun pair, each labelled with whether they are
compatible for composing a pun. If a tuple is
compatible, we additionally collect a human-
written pun that incorporates both the context
keywords and the pun word.1

• We build a pipeline system with a retrieval
module to predict proper pun words given the
current context, and a generation module to
incorporate both the context keywords and the
pun word to generate puns. Our system serves

1Resources will be available at:
https://github.com/amazon-research/
context-situated-pun-generation

as a strong baseline for context situated pun
generation.

2 Task Formulation

Preliminaries. Ambiguity is the key to pun gen-
eration (Ritchie, 2005). First, we define the term
pun pair in our work. For heterographic pun gen-
eration, there exists a pair of homophones, which
we call pun word (pw) and alternative word (aw).
While only pw appears in the pun, both the mean-
ing of pw and aw are supported in the pun sentence.
Therefore, the input of heterographic pun genera-
tion can be written as (pw, Spw , aw, Saw ), where
Spw and Saw are the senses of the pun word and
alternative word, respectively. We refer to these
as pun pairs, and use the shorthand (pw, aw) for
simplicity. For homographic pun generation, the
pun word is a polyseme that has two meanings;
here, we can use the same representation, where
pw = aw for homographic puns.

Formulation. Given the unified representation
for heterographic and homographic puns, we de-
fine the task of context-situated pun generation as:
Given a context C, which can be a sentence or
a list of keywords, find a pun pair (pw, Spw , aw,
Saw ) that is suitable to generate a pun, then gen-
erate a pun using the chosen pun pair situated in
the given context. In this work, we assume we are
given a fixed set of pun pair candidates (Pw, Aw)
from which (pw, aw) are retrieved. The unified
format between heterographic and heterographic
puns makes it possible for us to propose a unified
framework for pun generation.
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pw / aw L Context-Situated Pun for hunts, deer

hedges/
edges 1 Why is the hunter so good at hunting deer?

Because he hunts life on the hedges

husky/husk 0 -

catch/
catch 1 He hunts deer but the catch is that they

rarely show up.

pine/
pine 1 Hunting deer in the forest always makes

him pine for the loss.

boar/
bore 1 He is so mundane about hunting deer,

but it is hardly a boar.

jerky/
jerky 1 What do you call an erratic deer that is

being hunted? Jerky

Table 2: Example annotations from the X CUP dataset.
Labels L indicate whether the annotator was able to
write a pun given the context and pun pair.

3 X CUP Dataset

Motivation. The largest and most commonly-
used dataset in the pun generation community is the
SemEval 2017 Task 7 dataset (Miller et al., 2017).2

Under our setting of context-situated pun genera-
tion, we can utilize keywords from the puns them-
selves as context. However, the majority of pun
pairs only occur once in the the SemEval dataset,
while one given context could have been compati-
ble with many other pun pairs. For example, given
the context beauty school, class, the original pun in
the SemEval dataset uses the homographic pun pair
(makeup, makeup) and says: “If you miss a class at
beauty school you’ll need a makeup session.” At
the same time, a creative human can use the hetero-
graphic pun pair (dyed, die) to instead generate “I
inhaled so much ash from the eye shadow palette at
the beauty school class – I might have dyed a little
inside.” Because of the limitation of the SemEval
dataset, we need a dataset that has a diverse set of
pun pairs combined with given contexts. Further-
more, the dataset should be annotated to indicate
whether the context words and pun pair combina-
tion is suitable to make context-situated puns.

Data Preparation. We sample puns that contain
both sense annotations and pun word annotations
from SemEval Task 7. We show two examples
of heterographic puns and homographic puns and
their annotations from the SemEval dataset in Ta-
ble 1. From this set, we sample from the 500 most
frequent (pw, aw) pairs and randomly sample 100

2https://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/
task7/. The data is released under CC BY-NC 4.0 license
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-nc/4.0/legalcode).

unique context words C. 3 Combining the sampled
pun pairs and context words, we construct 4,552
(C, pw, aw) instances for annotation.

Annotation. For our annotation task, we asked
annotators to indicate whether they can come up
with a pun, using pun pair (pw, aw), that is situated
in a given context C and supports both senses Spw

and Saw . If an annotator indicated that they could
create such a pun, we then asked the annotator to
write down the pun they came up with. Meanwhile,
we asked annotators how difficult it is for them to
come up with the pun from a scale of 1 to 5, where 1
means very easy and 5 means very hard. 4 To aid in
writing puns, we also provided four T5-generated
puns as references. 5

We deployed our annotation task on Amazon Me-
chanical Turk using a pool of 250 annotators with
whom we have collaborated in the past, and have
been previously identified as good annotators. Each
HIT contained three (C, pw, aw) tuples and we paid
one US dollar per HIT.6 To ensure dataset quality,
we manually checked the annotations and accepted
HITs from annotators who tended not to skip all
the annotations (i.e., did not mark everything as
“cannot come up with a pun”). After iterative com-
munication and manual examination, we narrowed
down and selected three annotators that we marked
as highly creative to work on the annotation. To
check inter-annotator agreement, we collected mul-
tiple annotations for 150 instances and measured
agreement using Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss and Cohen,
1973) (κ = 0.43), suggesting moderate agreement.

Statistics. After annotation, we ended up with
2,753 (C, pw, aw) tuples that are annotated as
compatible and 1,798 as incompatible. For the
2,753 compatible tuples, we additionally collected
human-written puns from annotators. The number
of puns we collected exceeds the number of an-
notated puns in SemEval 2017 Task 7 which have
annotated pun word and alternative word sense an-
notations (2,396 puns). The binary compatibility
labels and human-written puns comprise our re-
sulting dataset, X CUP (Context SitUated Puns).
Table 2 shows examples of annotations in CUP.

3We sample a limited number of context words to keep the
scale of data annotation feasible.

4Full annotation guidelines in Appendix D.
5Annotators find it extremely hard to come up with puns

from scratch. Generated texts greatly ease the pain.
6This translates to be well over $15/hr.
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encoder

(charge, charge)               1                       0.98

(brail, bail)                         0

(premise, premise)            0

(4th, force)                         1                      0.93

(yuan, yawn)                      0

Retrieval 
Component

decoder

context words

...

context-situated pun

Pun Words Label Confidence

Connect 
with Sense 
Information

charge (pw): pay with a credit card
charge (aw): energize a battery by passing a current 
through it in the direction opposite to discharge

4th (pw):: following the third position
force (aw): a powerful effect or influence

(pw, Spw, aw, Saw)

Generation 
Component

Generate a pun that situates in …, using pun word {pw}, {pw} means {Spw } and {aw} means {Saw }

Pretraining on BookCorpus

Finetuning on SemEval

(pw, Spw, aw, Saw)

Input Context It is so hard to make even  25 cent profit 25 cent, profitContext Words

Figure 2: Our framework contains two components: (i) a retrieval component (top) that identifies relevant pun
words for a given context, and (ii) a generation component (bottom) that takes the context and retrieved pun words
and generates context-situated puns.

4 Context-Situated Pun Generation

We propose a pipeline framework to generate
context-situated puns, shown in Figure 2. It con-
sists of: (i) a retrieval-based module that selects a
set of relevant pun word pairs, and (ii) a generation
module that takes the context words and retrieved
pun word pairs as input to generate puns. In this
section, we briefly describe each component.

Pun Word Pair Retrieval. We propose a
retrieve-and-rank strategy to select k relevant pun
word pairs (pw, aw) from a large, fixed set of pun
word pairs (Pw, Aw) for a given context C. C
should be a list of keywords describing the con-
text. If the context is given as a sentence, we use
RAKE (Rose et al., 2010) to automatically extract
a list of keywords from the context to construct
C. For each context C, we apply a classifier to
all available pun word pairs in our data (Pw, Aw)
and retrieve pairs classified as suitable. Then, we
rank the suitable instances according to the model’s
confidence and take the top k instances as the final
retrieved (pw, aw) pun word pairs. We experiment
with both supervised and unsupervised approaches
to build the retrieval module in Section 5.1.

Pun Generation. Given pun word pair (pw, aw),
pun word senses Spw and Saw , and context C, the
pun generation module generates puns that relate
to C, incorporate pun word pw, and embody the

meanings Spw and Saw of the pun word pair. Since
there are limited pun datasets available for model
training, we adopt a two-stage strategy that involves
pretraining a T5-base (Raffel et al., 2020) model on
non-pun text to learn to incorporate words and their
senses in generations, then finetuning the model on
pun data to learn the structure of puns. We describe
our pun generation models in Section 5.2.

5 Experiments

We design our experiments to answer the following
three research questions:

Q1. What is the performance of the pun word
pair retrieval module? (Section 5.1)

Q2. What is the performance of the pun genera-
tion module? Is the pretraining stage necessary?
(Section 5.2)

Q3. How well does the pipeline system perform
in an end-to-end evaluation? Is the context-situated
pun generation task plausible for humans? (Sec-
tion 5.3)

5.1 Pun Word Pair Retrieval

In this task, for a given context C of keywords, the
goal is to select k relevant pun word pairs (pw, aw)
from a large, fixed set of pun word pairs (Pw, Aw).
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Approaches. We experiment with two ap-
proaches to building pun word pair retrieval sys-
tems, including supervised neural modeling and
unsupervised embedding-based approaches.

Neural. We finetune BERT-base (Devlin et al.,
2019), RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019) and
DeBERTa-base (He et al., 2021) models on the
CUP dataset for pun word pair classification. The
input is formatted as sentence matching, where,
given the context C as sentence 1 and the pun word
pair as sentence 2, the output label indicates if the
two sentences are compatible. Additionally, we
experiment with finetuning natural language infer-
ence (NLI) models, RoBERTa-large-NLI (Liu et al.,
2019) and BART-large-MNLI (Lewis et al., 2020).
We use the context words as premise and the pun
word pair as hypothesis, with entailment and con-
tradiction labels as outputs. For each context, we
retrieve all pun pairs classified as suitable by the
model, then rank the instances according to the
model’s confidence (i.e., output from the last layer
after softmax) to retrieve the top-k pun pairs.

Unsupervised. The key idea behind the compati-
bility classification is to find pun word pairs that
are semantically close to the context. Therefore,
a natural question to ask is, “Can an unsuper-
vised method that measures semantic similarity
can perform as well as the neural method?” Here,
we use Euclidean distance between Glove embed-
dings (Pennington et al., 2014) of pun and con-
text words to measure the semantic similarity. For-
mally, for a context C consisting of a list of context
words c1, c2, ..., cn, we calculate the average Eu-
clidean distance between the Glove representation
of pw, aw and the embedding of each of context
word ci:

n∑

i=1

d(p⃗w, c⃗i) +
n∑

i=1

d(a⃗w, c⃗i). (1)

Then we rank all 500 possible (pw, aw) candidates
using the distance score above, retrieving the k
pairs with the smallest distance as the top-k re-
trieved pun word pairs.

Experiment Setup. We split CUP into 70% train-
ing, 10% validation and 20% test data. Table 3
shows the distribution of pun word compatibility
labels in our data splits. For each context word, we
use our models to retrieve pun word pairs from 500
candidate pairs for making context-situated puns. 7

7Further experimental details in Appendix A.

train dev test total

pos 1,873 290 590 2,753

neg 1,282 175 341 1,798

all 3,155 465 931 4,551

Table 3: X CUP data splits for the pun word pair re-
trieval task. We show the distribution of (C, pw, aw)
tuples labeled as suitable or unsuitable in each split.

Evaluation Metrics. For neural models, we first
benchmark the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1
of the model’s predictions for the pun word pair
classification task on the CUP dataset. Additionally,
for both approaches, we use the True Positive rate
(TP@N) to evaluate the performance of our pun
word retrieval module. It measures the percentage
of top-k retrieved pun word pairs that can be used
to generate puns for a given context. The higher
the TP@N is, the stronger the retrieval module is
in terms of retrieving appropriate pun word pairs.

Results. We show results of our supervised pun
word classifiers in Table 4. Our results show that
the task of classifying whether a context word
is compatible with a pun word pair is challeng-
ing for current pretrained LMs, with a best F1 of
64.72 from RoBERTa-large-NLI. Table 5 shows the
TP@N evaluation of pun word pairs retrieved by
our best neural model, finetuned RoBERTa-large-
NLI, and our unsupervised method. In general, the
supervised neural model outperforms the unsuper-
vised method. TP@1 shows that 69% of pun word
pairs retrieved by the neural model are compatible
with their given context, showcasing the effective-
ness of our retrieval module. We provide additional
qualitative analysis in Appendix C, Table 9.

5.2 Pun Generation
Given pun word pair (pw, aw), pun word senses
Spw and Saw , and context C, the task is to generate
a pun that relates to C, incorporates pun word pw,
and utilizes both pun word senses Spw and Saw .

Approach. For the novel task of context-situated
pun generation, we establish a baseline model that
uses a combination of pretraining on non-pun text
and finetuning on pun text to generate both ho-
mographic and heterographic puns. Our unified
framework for homographic and heterographic pun
generation is also new to the community. We eval-
uate the following model variants:

AmbiPun (Mittal et al., 2022). Previous systems
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dev test

F1 Precision Recall Acc F1 Precision Recall Acc

bert-base (Devlin et al., 2019) 62.291.18 62.231.16 62.581.28 64.020.96 62.390.34 62.300.31 62.560.38 64.700.28

roberta-base (Liu et al., 2019) 63.910.79 63.880.72 64.570.71 65.090.90 61.850.17 61.730.17 62.140.09 63.910.32

deberta-base (He et al., 2021) 63.930.62 63.840.58 64.140.70 65.730.54 62.551.49 62.481.47 62.701.59 64.911.28

roberta-large-nli (Liu et al., 2019) 67.250.69 67.130.70 67.450.65 68.960.71 64.720.42 64.960.63 64.600.30 67.600.73

bart-large-nli (Lewis et al., 2020) 67.330.74 67.280.82 67.540.52 69.031.05 63.810.39 63.830.53 63.870.20 66.310.79

Table 4: Pun word classification performance of neural models on CUP, showing that our task is challenging for
pretrained LMs. We report models’ performance across three random seeds with standard deviation as subscripts.

TP@1 TP@5 TP@10 TP@20

Unsupervised 64.0 59.4 60.2 61.5

� Neural 69.0 63.2 61.7 59.3

Table 5: TP@N results for supervised (neural) and unsu-
pervised approaches for pun word retrieval. TP stands
for True Positive rates.

for heterographic pun generation explicitly require
homophones, making it hard to adapt them to ho-
mographic puns (Yu et al., 2020; He et al., 2019).
Therefore, we use AmbiPun, a the state-of-the-art
homographic pun generation model, to generate
both homographic and heterographic puns without
further finetuning. Following their prompt format,
we use “generate sentence: {C}, {pw}, {aw}” for
homographic puns and “generate sentence: {C},
{pw}” for heterographic puns.

Finetuned T5 (T5FT). We finetune T5-base (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) on the SemEval 2017 Task 7
dataset (Miller et al., 2017), in which puns are an-
notated with pun word pairs pw and aw along with
their sense information Spw and Saw . We construct
C using the RAKE (Rose et al., 2010) keyword ex-
traction algorithm on the pun text, and further ver-
ify them against human-annotated keywords from
an augmentation of the SemEval dataset we de-
signed to enable keyword-conditioned pun genera-
tion (Sun et al., 2022). During finetuning, we use
the input prompt: “generate a pun that situates in
{C}, using the word {pw}, {pw} means {Spw} and
{aw} means {Saw}”. The goal of finetuning is to
teach the model to incorporate both word senses in
the final generated puns.

Finetuned T5 with pretraining (T5PT+FT). Here,
we investigate whether the model can learn to in-
corporate words and their senses into the gener-
ated sentences by pretraining on non-pun text. To
this end, we automatically construct a pretrain-

ing dataset from BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015).
For each word w ∈ {pw, aw} in a given pun
word pair, 8 we mine 200 sentences that contain
w from BookCorpus. 9 We extract keywords from
a given BookCorpus sentence containing w using
RAKE to construct context C. We retain noun
and verb keywords, as they are more likely to have
significant impact at the sentence level (Kim and
Thompson, 2000; Cutler and Foss, 1977), and ex-
clude pun word w from the keyword list. Using
these automatically-constructed samples, we fine-
tune T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) to generate sentences
situated in C that incorporate w, using the input
prompt: “generate a sentence that situates in {C},
using the word {w}, {w} means {Sw} and {w}
means {Sw}”, the output of which is the retrieved
sentence from BookCorpus that uses C and w.

Experiment Setup. We finetune our T5 models
on 1,382 training samples from SemEval Task 7
that contain both pun word and sense annotations.
For testing, we randomly sample 200 (C, pw, aw)
tuples from CUP that annotators marked as com-
patible. We use each model to generate puns for
this set and compare their performance. 10

Evaluation Metrics. We report pun word incor-
poration rate as the automatic evaluation metric
to measure the model’s ability to incorporate pun
words in the final generation. We also conduct hu-
man evaluation on Amazon Mechanical Turk to
judge whether the generated puns are successful. 11

8We select heterographic pun pairs (pw ̸= aw) to avoid
introducing polysemic ambiguity in the pretraining stage.

9We lemmatize w and the sentence using Spacy (https:
//spacy.io/) so grammatical features will not have impact
on our mining.

10Further experimental details in Appendix B.
11Turkers had to pass a qualifier by correctly labeling >=

80% of 20 samples that we manually annotated. Success
is defined as whether the text supports both senses of the
pun word. We measure inter-annotator agreement among 3
annotators using Fleiss’ kappa (κ = 0.49), showing moderate
agreement.
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Model pw Incorp. % Success %

AmbiPun 97.22 11.11

T5FT 96.67 23.89

� T5PT+FT 97.22 31.11

Table 6: Pun generation results using automatic (pun
word incorporation) and human (success rate) evalua-
tion. We compare our finetuned T5 models to a state-
of-the-art baseline, AmbiPun (Mittal et al., 2022). PT
stands for Pre-Training and FT stands for Fine-Tuning.

Results. Pun generation results are shown in Ta-
ble 6. We find that: (1) adding the pretraining stage
helps our model better incorporate pun words, and
(2) our generation module can generate successful
puns at almost triple the rate of the current state-of-
the-art framework AmbiPun (examples in Table 7).
We hypothesize that this is because AmbiPun is
a completely unsupervised approach in which the
pun generator is not finetuned on any pun data, and
because our models additionally benefit from rich
word sense information in the input.

5.3 End-to-end Evaluation

Finally, we evaluate how well our pipeline retrieves
relevant pun word pairs and generates novel puns
given a context of keywords in an end-to-end fash-
ion, and compare our pipeline’s performance to
human-standard annotations from CUP.

Experiment Setup. We randomly choose 60 con-
text words to conduct the end-to-end evaluation.
For each context, we use both unsupervised and
neural pun word retrieval modules from Section 5.1
to retrieve the top-1 predicted pun word pair, then
use each of the pun generation modules from Sec-
tion 5.2 to generate puns using the retrieved pun
word pair. We also compare with human perfor-
mance. For each context, we find the human-
written pun in CUP that annotators indicated was
least difficult to write, randomly sampling one pun
in case of ties. We use annotation difficulty as
a proxy for ranking human context-situated puns,
assuming more natural puns are easier to write.

Evaluation Metrics. We measure the incorpo-
ration rate of context words C and pun words pw
as automatic evaluation metrics. In addition, sim-
ilar to standalone pun generation evaluation, we
conduct human evaluation to judge whether the
generated puns are successful.

Results. We report results of combinations of our
retrieval and generation modules in Table 8. We
show that: (i) our pretraining step is helpful in
terms of both improving the keyword incorporation
rate and pun success rate of the generation module,
despite using retrieved pun words as input. (ii) Our
pipeline system performs the best among all model
variations, yielding a success rate of pun genera-
tion of 40%. This success rate improves over the
best reported in Section 5.2 (31%), showcasing the
benefit of using our neural pun word retrieval mod-
ule over randomly sampling pun word pairs for a
given context. However, (iii) the best model per-
formance is still about 32% lower than the human
success rate, indicating that humans can complete
the context-situated pun generation task plausibly
and much more successfully, indicating large room
for improvement.

6 Related Work

Our work proposes an approach for conditional
generation of humor using a retrieve-and-generate
framework. More specifically, our work enables
a constrained type of pun generation. We briefly
summarize existing work in these directions.

Humor generation. With the recent advent of
diverse datasets (Hasan et al., 2019; Mittal et al.,
2021; Yang et al., 2021), it has become easier
to detect and generate humor. While large pre-
trained models have been fairly successful at hu-
mor detection, humor generation still remains an
unsolved problem, and is usually studied in specific
settings. Petrović and Matthews (2013) generate
jokes of the type ‘I like my X like I like my Y,
Z’. Garimella et al. (2020) develop a model to fill
blanks in a Mad Libs format to generate humorous
sentences, and Yang et al. (2020) edit headlines to
make them funny. More research is required to gen-
erate humorous sentences that are not constrained
by semantic structure.

Retrieve and generate. Our work proposes a
retrieval and generation pipeline for generating
context-situated puns. The retrieval component
finds proper pun word pairs for the current con-
text, and the generation component generates puns
utilizing context words and pun word pairs. Simi-
larly, Yu et al. (2020) adopt a pair of homophones,
retrieve sentences that contain either word from
a large corpus then edit the sentence into a pun
sentence. Sun et al. (2021) first retrieve syntac-
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Context pw/aw Generated Pun

scientist, liquid assay/ Ours: A scientist who is a liquid chemical expert can’t assay the problem.
chemicals, problem say Ambi.: What do you call a scientist with a liquid chemicals problem? an assay-ist.

fruit vendor, yammered/ Ours: She was only a Fruit Vendor’s daughter, but she yammered.
daughter yam Ambi.: My daughter yammered at the fruit vender... she said i’m not a fruit vender.

opera, orchestra
conductors

pitch/
pitch

Ours: Conductors of the opera had to make a good pitch.
Ambi.: Why do opera and orchestra conductors pitch their voices?

because they can’t sing.

company football
team, meeting,
get together

kickoff/
kickoff

Ours: A football team’s meeting was about to kick off.
Ambi.: I’m going to get together for a company football team meeting

before kickoff.

Table 7: Examples of generated context-situated puns from our system and AmbiPun (Mittal et al., 2022).

Retrieval Generation Incorp. % Success %
Sec 5.1 Sec 5.2 C pw

Human 81.94 75.67 71.67

Unsup.
AmbiPun 100.00 92.66 10.00
T5FT 91.67 80.76 26.67
T5PT+FT 97.22 80.74 26.67

Neural
AmbiPun 98.51 97.34 21.67
T5FT 91.04 78.08 23.33
T5PT+FT 97.01 79.83 40.00

Table 8: End-to-end evaluation of our system against
AmbiPun and human baselines.

tic parses and then generate paraphrases that keep
the semantic meaning while conforming to the re-
trieved syntactic parses.

Pun generation. Previous work on pun genera-
tion has focused on heterographic pun generation or
homographic pun generation (Miller and Gurevych,
2015; Hong and Ong, 2009; Petrović and Matthews,
2013; Valitutti et al., 2013). At the same time, all
of them require an input of pun words and assume
pun words are given. Heterographic pun generation
requires a pair of homophones, and homographic
pun generation requires a polyseme, i.e., a pun
word that has more than one meaning. He et al.
(2019) make use of local-global surprisal principle
to generate heterographic puns and Yu et al. (2020)
use constrained lexical rewriting for the same task.
Hashimoto et al. (2018) use a retrieve and edit ap-
proach to generate homographic puns and Yu et al.
(2018); Luo et al. (2019) propose complex neural
model architectures such as constrained language
model and GAN. Mittal et al. (2022) generate ho-
mographic puns given a polyseme and try to incor-
porate the multiple senses of the polyseme. Tian
et al. (2022) proposed a unified framework to gener-
ate both homographic and homophonic puns. Our

setting is different from all previous work, first ask-
ing what pun words we should use for generating a
pun in a given context. Meanwhile, our work finds
the connection between heterographic pun genera-
tion and homographic pun generation: both types
must utilize the two meanings of a pair of words.
For heterographic pun generation, the two mean-
ings come from the pair of homophones, while for
homographic pun generation, the two meanings
come from the polyseme itself. Motivated by this,
we propose a unified framework that can generate
both heterographic puns and homographic puns
adaptively.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a new setting for pun generation:
context-situated pun generation. As a pioneer-
ing work, to facilitate future research in this direc-
tion, we first collect a large-scale corpus, X CUP,
which contains 4,551 annotated context and pun
word pairs annotated for compatibility, along with
2,753 human-written puns for the compatible pairs,
which is of an even larger size than the current most
commonly-used pun dataset, SemEval 2017 Task
7 (Miller et al., 2017). To benchmark the perfor-
mance of the state-of-the-art NLG techniques on
the proposed task, we build a pipeline system com-
posed of a pun pair retrieval module that identifies
suitable pun pairs for a given context, and a gener-
ation module that generates context-situated puns
given the context and compatible pun pairs. Hu-
man evaluation shows that the best model achieves
40% success rate in end-to-end evaluation, trailing
behind human performance by almost 32%, high-
lighting the challenge of the task and encouraging
more future work in this direction.

Our work introduces the concept of situating
in context to pun generation. However, future
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work can easily extend the idea and framework to
other areas of creative generation, such as metaphor
generation, lyric generation, and others. Another
promising future direction is to integrate the gen-
erated puns into the original conversational or situ-
ational context to improve the interestingness and
engagingness of the downstream applications. We
hope our work can inspire more innovations on
context-situated creative generation.
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Limitations

In this work, we focus on the task of pun generation,
a specific area of creative language and humor gen-
eration. We acknowledge that humor is a highly
subjective area, i.e., what might be perceived as
humorous may differ greatly from one person to
another depending on their unique backgrounds
and experiences. We hope this work and dataset
can be used more broadly to give insight into how
humor can differ based on contextual nuances and
personal characterizations.
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of Ethics and honor the code of conduct.

Since we use pretrained language models for
our generation tasks, we note that this makes our
models susceptible to generating biased or sensi-
tive content. While we do not explicitly address
concerns around bias/sensitive content within our
framework to date, we aim to incorporate these con-
siderations into pun generation as we develop new
models, including methods to filter our inputs and
generated data for toxicity and biased references
that may be deemed offensive.
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A Classifier Implementation Details

We finetune five pretrained language models for
classifying whether context words and pun word
pairs are compatible in Table 4, and we use Hug-
gingFace (Wolf et al., 2020) throughout our im-
plementation for accessing model checkpoints and
modeling. For hyper-parameter search, we tried the
combinations of learning rate {1e−4, 3e−4, 1e−5,
3e−5} * training epoch {3, 10, 20}. The final hyper-
parameters for bert-base, roberta-base and deberta-
base are: learning rate 1e−5, training epoch 20
and training batch size 32. For roberta-large-mnli
and bart-large-mnli models, we reduce the training
epochs to 3 and training batch size to 8. We choose
the checkpoint with the best accuracy on the dev
set for inference.

B T5 Implementation Details

We finetune multiple T5 models (Raffel et al., 2020)
in our work, and we use T5-base from SimpleT5 12

throughout our implementation. We use 512 and
256 for the maximum source length and the maxi-
mum target length respectively. As the optimizer,
we use AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) with
a learning rate of 0.0001. For the pretraining stage,
we finetune T5 for 3 epochs on retrieved Book-
Corpus data. During the finetuning stage, we train
each model on a Tesla V100 with a batch size of
8 for 30 epochs. During inference, we use beam
search as the decoding method with a beam size of
2. We terminate decoding when the EOS token is
generated or the maximum target length is reached.

C Retrieved Pun Word Pair Examples

Table 9 shows examples of retrieved pun word pairs
from both the unsupervised and neural methods.

D Annotation Guidelines

Figure 3 shows our annotation interface for collect-
ing the CUP dataset.

12https://github.com/Shivanandroy/
simpleT5
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Context SemEval Annot. Modeling Retrieved Pun Word Pairs

einstein, parents relatively, relativity Unsupervised (kid, kid), (father, feather), (allow, aloud), (census, sense), (throng, wrong)

neural (relatively, relativity), (pinch, pinch), (pupil, pupil), (father, feather), (kid, kid)

bright star seriously, sirius Unsupervised (bright, bright), (guess, guest), (limelight, lime), (father, feather), (mist, miss)

neural (bright, bright), (light, light), (constellation, consolation), (seriously, sirius),
(serious, sirius)

interpreters, die sign, sign Unsupervised (go, go), (turn, turn), (dye, die), (throng, wrong), (get, get)

neural (connection, connection), (dye, die), (sign, sign), (sentence, sentence),
(fluently, flue)

Table 9: Examples of retrieved pun word pairs from both the unsupervised and the neural method. We highlight the
annotated pun word pairs from the SemEval dataset in the prediction list in bold. However, using the annotated pun
word pairs as the only ground truth underestimates the pun word retrieval module. As shown here, both methods
can retrieve pun word pairs that are related to the context. However, these (context words, pw, aw) combinations are
missing from the original SemEval annotations. This again highlights the importance of collecting X CUP that
includes (context words, pw, aw) pairs to facilitate future studies in the context-situated pun generation domain.
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Figure 3: The annotation interface for collecting CUP dataset.
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